Staff Augmentation Services
A Staff Augmentation Plan enables an
agile IT organization that rapidly adapts
to a changing environment in productive
and cost effective ways.
Why should every organization have a Staff Augmentation
Plan in place?
The ability to attract, retain and train specialized IT talent is a challenge for many organizations. And, with the rapidly evolving nature of
technology and business needs, the demands on IT resources can
fluctuate dramatically. Project implementations often require additional
resources or expertise beyond that of the internal IT staff. Hiring,
training and sustaining additional permanent, full time staff members
is not always feasible or cost effective.
Companies are dependant on seamless service delivery from their IT
Departments. The absence of skilled resources, planned or unforeseen, can cause delays that cause productivity and financial losses.
Worse, a loss of critical skills can leave a department unable to respond to problems that arise. The agility of your IT organization can
impact your business outcomes.
Senior, Human Resources, and IT Executives are increasingly recognizing the importance of implementing a Staff Augmentation Plan that
enables a rapid response when needed. They’re also recognizing that
there are cost effective ways to augment their internal resources with
high value skills that can help take their IT departments to the next
level.
Infinity Systems Software’s Staff Augmentation Services
Infinity offers customized Staff Augmentation agreements tailored to
meet your organization’s unique needs. Our highly skilled professionals work under your direction and guidance, require minimal training
and start-up time, and augment the skills of your in-house IT staff.
(Over, please)

INFINITY’S STAFF AUGMENTATION
SERVICES PROVIDE VALUE:

 Highly skilled resources ready
to step in when vacancies are
created by unforeseen events
or planned leaves of absence

 Specialty technical skills to assist
your IT Staff with special projects
requiring advanced expertise

 On-demand access to certified
professionals in areas of
emerging technologies

 Hourly contracts that eliminate
the search for and expense of an
unnecessary full time employee
when you don’t need one

 Scalability to meet your
fluctuating staffing needs

 Labor cost savings realized
through Infinity’s economy
of scale

Infinity skills span the technology professional spectrum and
include such skills as IT consulting, systems programming,
systems and network administration, systems and application
management, security services, and more. We also offer highly
specialized capabilities in a variety of advanced technologies.
Infinity’s technology professionals have key certifications from
IBM, Cisco, Suse, Red Hat and other leading edge
technology companies.
Infinity recognizes that our client’s need flexibility and scalability to
meet the fluctuating demands of their businesses. Our specialists
can be contracted:
 As needed when gearing up for a labor intensive project
 When you require advanced technical skills beyond your
in-house capabilities
 To fill short or long term skills gaps created by unforeseen
events or planned leaves of absence.
 To supplement your internal skills as a member of your
team, contracted for a specific number of hours per month.
Leverage Infinity’s expertise to ensure the success of your next IT
project, to enhance your existing capabilities, or to fill a skills gap
left by an unforeseen event or planned leave.
Demonstrated Success
When the mainframe Systems Programmer for a leading
manufacturer of electrical supplies retired, the company was
faced with an immediate gap to fill and a decision to make about
replacing him permanently. They turned to their technology
partner, Infinity Systems Software, for help. With a deep bench
of certified professionals, Infinity was able to provide a highly
skilled resource to meet their immediate needs.

Infinity’s Staff Augmentation
Services saved a leading
electronics manufacturer the
cost of hiring, training and
sustaining a full time
Systems Programmer.

Why Infinity Systems Software for Staff Augmentation?
Infinity Systems Software offers customized staff augmentation
services tailored to meet each client’s unique requirements. We
pride ourselves on the long-term client relationships we’ve developed based on success in our Staff Augmentation engagements.
 Expertise in a variety of specialized skill sets across a
broad range of technology environments.
 In-house team of certified technical professionals, ready
to deploy when needed.
 Highly skilled telephone technical support services
available 24x7x365.
 Ability to leverage partnerships with leading technology
companies such as IBM, Cisco, Vicom Infinity, Red Hat,
and Suse.
 An absolute commitment to the client relationship and
your organization’s success.

Every organization should have
a Staff Augmentation Plan in
place to leverage should
the need arise.
Working with the client, Infinity help determine the skills required
and the scope of work expected. The company concluded that
they did not need a full time employee in the role. Instead, they
contracted a primary Infinity Systems Programmer for a set number
of hours per month, with the option to increase the professional’s
hours as needed for projects. The company also leveraged Infinity’s
24x7 Support for access to skilled programming resources on
nights, weekends, or holidays as needed.
Infinity’s Staff Augmentation services have saved the company
money and given them access to highly skilled resources on
whom they can depend.

CONTA CT US
While Infinity Systems Software Inc. can
provide immediate access to skilled
technical resources, we recommend that
every organization have a Staff Augmentation
Plan in place to leverage when the need
arises. We’d welcome the opportunity to
provide your Human Resources and
Information Technology departments with
the information they require for planning.
To discuss Infinity’s Staff Augmentation
Services, please contact us at
info@infinite-blue.com or (646) 405-9300.
To learn more about Infinity Systems
Software Inc., please visit our website at
infinite-blue.com

